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Moon is the owner of mind, feelings, 
imaginative power, fame, music, money, 
prosperity, beauty, sweetness, sharp mind, 
character etc. There are several Sadhanas 
related to these aspects of life. However the 
issue that arise before us is how we can perform 
several Sadhanas within a short span of time. If 
one wishes to attain both attractive personality 
and  then one has to perform two wealth,

Sadhanas. 

We all know that there is no limit to 
desires….someone wishes to become great in 
the field of music, someone wishes to become 
the richest person on earth, someone else 
wishes to gain the most attractive personality, 
someone wishes to gain confidence in life, 
someone wishes to marry the partner of his or 
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her own choice, someone else wishes for name 
and fame. It is very natural for any human being 
to be full of desires. If a person doesn't have any 

desire, then there is no difference between that 

person and animal. However, if a person is 
unable to fulfill the desires even after the best 

efforts, frustration creeps into the life of such a 

person. 

Moon is famous for its and beauty 
soothing nature. Moon is considered to bestow 
all the materialistic and household pleasures. 
Thus performing Sadhana during lunar 
eclipse duration helps one to gain all the 
materialistic pleasures as well as to gain 
beauty and health in life. One can also get rid 
of all the troubles by performing Sadhanas 
during lunar eclipse. 

Lama Sadhanas are the simplest and 
purest  Tantra Sadhanas based on Buddhism.
Lama is a designation which is given to a person 
who has gained knowledge from his Guru and 
has been chosen to flourish this knowledge 

further. Lama Tantra is not a hidden Tantra and 
SadGurudev too stayed in the hermitage of these 
Lamas and performed various Sadhanas.

 The ancient texts have mentioned the 
human body to contain the entire universe 
within itself. Thus this means that being within 
our body, a human being can gain full control 
over this entire universe and can bring a lot of 
changes. Thus hypnotic power, bringing 
complete transformation in one's appearance 
etc. are very small changes which can be easily 
obtained by means of Sadhanas.

 The eclipse duration is a blessing for 
all the Sadhaks. It is greatly energized to bring a 
windfall of fortunes in the life of a person. 
Presented below are few Lama Sadhanas which 

are very effective and if performed during the 

eclipse can give a cent percent result. All the 
disciples and Sadhaks are encouraged to 
perform these short Sadhanas during the eclipse 
duration and make a “U turn” from the path of 
miseries, poverty, fear, diseases etc.

Reincarnate Your Body
This body is the medium to attain both worldly 
as well as spiritual pleasures. However, a 
diseased body can attain neither of them and 
thus the person spends the entire life in 
frustration. Even possession of wealth, name, 
fame etc. is beneficial only if we have a 
healthy body. Apart from this, one must also 
have a hypnotic power to attract others. Even 
though there are quick fixes available in today's 
world to look beautiful and attractive, however a 
makeup can't give an unending beauty. Lama 
Tantra suggests this special Sadhana procedure 
to completely transform one's body and get rid 
of all the diseases or short comings.

Sadhana Procedure: 
One needs  Vishuddhani and KayaKalpa rosary
for this Sadhana procedure. Take a bath just 
before the eclipse and get into fresh white cloth 

and sit on a white mat facing north. Take a 
wooden plank and cover it with a white cloth. 
Take a picture of  and worship Him Gurudev
with  etc. Light vermillion, rice grains, flowers
a ghee lamp and an incense stick and chant one 
round of  Pray to Gurudev for Guru Mantra.
success in the Sadhana. 
Next place Visuddhani in front of Gurudev's 
picture and chant the below mantra for an hour 
with the rosary. 

Mantra
Om Pemo Unika Bimaale Hum Phat

AA ÅWa	 iseks mfudk fcekys gqa QV~ AA
Next day, touch Vishuddhani over your entire 
body and drop it in north direction from your 
house at an unfrequented place. Soon you will 
start to see positive changes in your body.

Sadhana Articles K730/-
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No one wishes for troubles in life. However, 
sometimes due to our bad luck, we get 
trapped by some unlawful people and are 
troubled by them. Not only this, there can be 
causes of trouble from one's own family like 
children not listening your advice or they start to 
follow wrong path in life or you are facing a lot 
of trouble to get your child married etc. There are 
numerous ways by which a person can get 
troubled in life, however one can get rid of all 
these troubles by this Sadhana procedure 
mentioned in Lama Tantra.

Sadhana Procedure: 
One needs Sarvaah and Vyaadhi Nivaran 
rosary for this  procedure. Take a bath Sadhana
just before the eclipse and get into fresh red cloth 
and sit on a red mat facing south. Take a wooden 
plank and cover it with a red cloth. Take a 
picture of Gurudev and worship Him with 
vermillion, rice grains, flowers etc. Light an oil 
lamp and an incense stick and chant one round of 
Guru Mantra. Pray to Gurudev for success in the 
Sadhana. 

Next place Sarvaah in front of Gurudev's picture 
and chant just one round of the below mantra 
with the rosary. One can perform this short 
procedure to remove several troubles in a sitting 
of this sadhana procedure. However, one must 
ensure that for each problem, one must use a 
single Sarvaah.

Mantra
Taayatyaa Om Bhekhanda Je Maha 

Bhekhanda Je Randejaa 
SaamYugaante Soha

AA rk;R;k ÅWa	 Hks[k.M  ts egk Hks[k.M 
ts j.Mstk lke;qxkars lksgk AA

Offer Sarvaah into a river or pond the next day. 
This completes the Sadhana procedure and you 
will be left surprised to see how quickly the 
problem is getting resolved which had been 
troubling for a very long time.

Sadhana Articles K 760/-

All sorts of pleasures
One needs  for doing anything worthy in wealth
life. Lack of wealth makes a person useless 
and the intelligence, strength, skillsets etc. all 
gets wasted. Humans generally live for a long 
time as compared to other living beings and thus 
a human beings doesn't just need wealth once or 
twice in life but they need it on a regular basis. 
An ideal situation would be the one where no 
matter how much a person spends, a surplus flow 
of wealth remains in the life, money continues to 
come in the life of such a person from various 
sources. A special Sadhana has been 
mentioned in Lama Tantra to attain such a 
state in life.

Sadhana Procedure: 
One needs  for Tripitak and Kamal Gatta rosary
this Sadhana procedure. Take a bath just before 
the eclipse and get into fresh white cloth and sit 
on a white mat facing north. Take a wooden 
plank and cover it with  Take a a white cloth.
picture of Gurudev and worship Him with 
vermillion, rice grains, flowers etc. Light a 

ghee lamp and an incense stick and chant one 
round of Guru Mantra. Pray to Gurudev for 
success in the Sadhana. 
Next make a mound of rice grains in front of 
Gurudev's picture and place  over it. Tripitak
Now chant the below mantra for one hour with 
Kamal Gatta rosary. 

Mantra
Om Eh Hum Bendejaa Guru 

Pema Siddhi Hum

AA ÅWa	,g gqa csanstk xq# isek flf) gqa AA
Sleep at the Sadhana place during the night. 
Make a note of the dream that you see during the 
night and do through analysis of it. The person 
gets ideas within the dreams by means of which 
a person can become  in life. Place the wealthy
Tripitak within food grains in your pantry and let 
it remain there for one month. Thereafter, drop 
the Sadhana articles in a river or pond.

Sadhana Articles K 770/-

Safeguard From Troubles


